Isolated microfluidic stagnation point flows -stagnation point flows formed within microfluidic interfaceshave come a long way as a tool for characterizing materials, trapping/manipulating micro particles, and generating confined flows and localized chemistries. Early applications of these fluidic stagnation flows focused on characterizing emulsions and polymers. However, in recent times, these flows have taken microfluidic forms to expand the range of applications to single-cell analysis, substrate patterning, and chip-integrated devices, amongst others. This article focuses on reviewing the microfluidics literature to highlight the concept behind isolated microfluidic stagnation point flows, underline different approaches of experimentally resolving them, and then look into their applications in chemistry and life sciences; with a specific focus on micro-total-analysis systems. The literature on this topic is approached historically; from the isolated fluidic stagnation point flow generated by the early four-roll mill to the currently predominating microfluidic stagnation point flows of the cross-slot device. Finally, isolated microfluidic stagnation flows produced by the relatively recent open space microfluidics -opposed jets, microfluidic probes and micropipettes -are critically analyzed and their applications are discussed.
Introduction
Microuidic stagnation is a topic that merges the eld of microuidics and hydrodynamic stagnations with a goal of developing and controlling a zero-velocity (stagnation) region within uid interfaces. In as much as both elds are already fast evolving due to their evident advantages for analytical chemistry and biological research, their merger proposes a more telling advancement opportunity. While microuidic devices offers an interesting avenue to develop integrated lab-on-chip devices for micro scale reagent volumes, hydrodynamic stagnations increases the resolution of this eld to single micro-particles within the reagents. Such capability facilitates single cell resolutions in biological and life science studies, and this could hold the key to currently unresolved medical problems. Isolated microuidic stagnation ow takes this concept further by generating the stagnation points away from walls/boundaries, and by using only hydrodynamic forces to manipulate them. The main advantage of this approach lay with its ability to isolate the response of trapped molecules/particles to a relatively less invasive environment -several techniques has been used for isolating target particles (e.g. optical, acoustic, and magnetic tweezers), but they require the introduction of secondary elds that could modify the chemistry of trapped particles and hence interfere with the characterization process. For instance, optical tweezers could lead to secondary heating and magnetic tweezers require pre-labeling; which could both affect cell viability. Other advantages of microuidic stagnations include: localization of chemical reactions, increased maneuverability of trapped particles, increased viability of analyzed bio-particles, and its "open-ow" nature that can accommodate the isolation of larger particle sizes.
The development of microuidic stagnation ows is as rich in its history as it is in its physical applications. As such, this article attempts to critically review its advancement from a historical perspective -important applications are analyzed in a chronological progression in order to also highlight the concept's evolution with time. However, before we go into an indepth analysis, the following sections present an evolution sketch of the overarching stagnation and microuidic concepts, theoretical formulations of microuidic stagnation point ows, and a broad perspective of applications covered in this article.
Stagnations and microuidics
Fluidic stagnation is a phenomenon whereby a body of uid is immobile within a certain region i.e. local velocity is zero. In certain type of ows, this region is limited to a dimensionless point and hence oen referred to as a stagnation point.
1 D' Alembert rst introduced the uidic stagnation point notion, in 1752, while working on the principle of ow drag on solid boundaries. 2, 3 At the time, uidic stagnation was limited to liquid-solid interfaces and labeled as a "disturbance" that can be circumvented by airfoil designs of relatively sharp leading edges. 2, 3 Two centuries later, Prandtl proposed the boundary layer theory (in 1904), which theorized frictional forces as the cause of the sticking of a very thin uidic layer (stagnation point) to a rigid boundary (see Fig. 1a) . 4 Since then, the concept of uidic stagnation has evolved from theoretical notions in aerodynamics (see Fig. 1b ) 5, 6 and heat transfer, 7, 8 to a practical tool used today for trapping and manipulating multiple microparticles. 9 This advancement was buoyed by G. I. Taylor in 1934 -when he demonstrated the scientic signicance of trapping objects with uidic stagnation point ows 10 (see Fig. 1c ), and this subsequently opened up a new eld of study aimed at harnessing stagnation point ows for characterizing emulsions and polymers.
Experimental explorations of this phenomenon were classically established in macro scale uids. However, microuidics -the study of uids in channels with dimensions in tens of micrometers 11, 12 -evolved the physical conguration of stagnation point ows to the micro scale. 13 Asides the obvious disparity in scale, another difference between microuidics and macrouidics is that, in microuidics, the effect of surface tension, energy dissipation, and uidic resistance becomes more dominant than potential ow. 11, 12, 14, 15 In addition to these, reduction of sample size, decrease in assay time, and minimization of reagent volume are all advantages of performing analyses in the micro scale, particularly in biology.
14 Although studies on microuidics as a subset of uid mechanics are relatively new, 16 its advancements have propagated swily to a wide range of scientic applications. [17] [18] [19] [20] Of these, a particularly promising outlook is its substitution of conventional biotechnology laboratory methods 21 -microuidics offers the opportunity to achieve comprehensive laboratory protocols on a single chip. 15, 22 Coupling microuidics and stagnation techniques, with rapid advances in uorescence-based molecular imaging and genomic, transcriptomic, and proteomic proling techniques, incited a revolution in biological analysis of single cells. 23 In recent times, this coupling has started to gain traction for applications in accurately controlling and manipulating single cells in lab-on-achip devices. 24 
Theoretical formulation
The theoretical formulation of the microuidic stagnation point ows used for trapping micro-particles can be adequately described as a two-dimensional incompressible ow characterized by a velocity vector, which is a linear function of position. 25 The proportionality constant of this relation is the distinguishing factor between the ow types; pure extensional, pure rotational and simple shear ows. 26 Pure extensional ows constitute adjacent layers of ow towards or away from each other; 27 with the rate of extension assumed to be constant throughout the ow. 28 A concentric eld with a non-zero rotational magnitude generates rotational ows while adjacent ows with opposing magnitudes give rise to the shear ows.
This classication also constitutes a convenient way of formulating the different types of microuidic stagnation point ows. From a mathematical perspective, these ows can be described in 2-D as:
where, x i denotes the position vector and a i is the velocity gradient tensor with constant components, which for stagnation point ows can be considered to be: 30, 31 a i ¼ b ð1 þ lÞ ð1 À lÞ Àð1 À lÞ Àð1 þ lÞ (2) where, b > 0 is half the magnitude of the local velocity gradient and l is a parameter that determines the ow-type. Typically, l varies from À1 to 1, which indicates a variation from a purely rotational ow (l ¼ À1) to a purely extensional ow (l ¼ 1). Midway through (l ¼ 0), the ow is a superposition of extension and rotation ows, and considered to be a simple shear ow. The ratio of the vorticity to strain rate in these ows is given by (1 À l)/(1 + l). 30 As such, it can be deduced, albeit obvious from their streamline, that vortices are maximum in rotational ows while the strain rate is maximum in pure extensional ows.
From eqn (1) and (2), the velocity components of the ow is given by: 
This gives rise to the family of streamlines described by:
Plotting the streamlines for the different types of ows results in the images in Fig. 2a-c . Similarly, Fig. 2d-f shows experimentally captured images of these stagnation point ow elds, specied by eqn (5) .
Evidently, eqn (5) constitutes the fundamental formulation of these types of ow, and presents a mean of observing them in their theoretical forms. Applications of the stagnation point inherent in their structures are the focus of this review. The following sections highlight developments in the eld, classied according to the stagnation point ow generation devices.
Broad perspectives
The primary function of isolated microuidic stagnations is to trap particles in a uid region engineered to have zero velocity gradient. Depending on the mechanism used to generate the stagnation point ow, the trapped object can be further manipulated for a wide range of practical applications in material characterization, localized chemistries, and applications of Micro-Total-Analysis Systems (mTAS) such as: droplet deformation and break up, 10,32-35 droplet coalescing, 36-39 birefringence of polymers, 31,40,41 manipulation of biological particles in vitro, 42, 43 and single cell analysis, 44 among others. These applications of microuidic stagnation point ows can be traced back to 1934, where it was used by Taylor to investigate the dynamics of stirring multi-phase uids. 10 However, amidst its long history and wide range of theoretical and experimental considerations, there still is no review that cut across the full range of isolated microuidic stagnation point ows. Consequently, this article reviews the concept behind isolated microuidic stagnations, the different approaches of experimentally resolving the stagnation point ow under steady and transient conditions, and then look into their applications in chemistry, material characterization and life science. In Section 2, we look into the four-roll mill as the pioneering stagnation point ow-generating device. Although, the four-roll mill cannot be categorically classied as a microuidic device based on the aforementioned denition, advances in the design of the fourroll mill have greatly contributed to the technological development of microuidic stagnation point ows; hence our consideration of this device is also of scientic relevance. In Section 3, we delve into the literature of the most predominantly used microuidic device for generating stagnation point ow -the cross-slot device. Section 4 summarizes the state-of-the-art of stagnation point ows generated by modern open space microuidic systems. 45 Finally, Section 5 presents our view on the future prospects of microuidic stagnations and our recommendations for the eld's critical success factors.
Four roll mill
The four-roll mill is a device that consists of four cylindrical rollers with centers positioned at the edge of a hypothetical square, rotating either in opposing or concurrent pairs. Developed originally as mills for crushing materials in the 19th century, 46 the device has since evolved into uidic applications. The uidic four-roll mill (see Fig. 3a ) produces a twodimensional laminar ow eld, and depending on the roller speed and conguration, can be used to produce the full range of stagnation point ows described in the previous section. These ows are typically visualized by mounting the setup on top of a microscope. The use of the four-roll mill to generate ow elds can be traced back to 1934 when Taylor used a "four roller" to create an extensional ow (stagnation point ow) in order to study the deformation and burst of drops in an emulsion. 10 The diameter of each of his rolls was 2.39 cm and he studied drops ranging from about 800-2000 micrometers in size. As such, this specic four-roll mill cannot be categorically labeled a microuidic technology. However, since this device evolved into miniaturized version and eventually led to the development of microuidic stagnation point ow devices, its inclusion in this review holds important historical and technical relevance. The following sections summarize application of four-roll mill generated stagnation point ows for drop dynamics and polymer birefringence studies.
Drop deformation and break-up
The problem of establishing the break up mechanism of a single drop of uid, and in particular, the number of different drops a given dimension of droplet would break into, was classically highlighted and theorized by Rayleigh and others.
47,48
Experimentally, these works were based on monitoring the breakup of drops, introduced into a pressurized bulk uid through a hole. This technique neglects the effect of the surrounding uid's disruptive viscous drag on the bursting of drops, and hence reveals very little about the stirring dynamics of these uids. 49, 50 As the principal objective of mixing devices are to increase the surface area at the interface of both phasesfor increased mass and heat transfer-these studies did not produce key information intended for designing blenders, and emulsiers. 33, 35, 51 In order to circumvent these drawbacks, Taylor adapted the four-roll mill generated stagnation point ow (see Fig. 3a and b) to control the bulk uid's viscosity and rate of deformation through viscous drag, and monitor the corresponding interfacial surface tension.
10 In Taylor's work, a drop of uid immiscible in water was trapped in the stagnation point of a water-based extensional ow and extended by varying the rollers' speed until the drop eventually bursts. When the droplet is introduced into the low speed extensional ow, it takes a spherical shape, in which its surface tension exceeds the viscous and dynamic stresses of the bulk extensional ow. However, as the speed of the rollers increases, the ow's viscous force surpasses the cohesive forces of the drop making it to extend and eventually burst. 52 The four-roll mill allows for the variability of the bulk ow's properties and viscous drag and, hence presented a relevant approach for studying the mixing dynamics of multi-phase uids. Several studies have utilized the technique for analyzing the deformation and burst of viscous droplets.
53,54
Taylor further used the four roll apparatus to develop a correlation between drop size, roller speed, and dispersed to continuous-phase viscosity ratio. However, his experiments considered only small deformations and results agreed with theoretical estimates for only a limited range of low roller speeds. 10 A number of experimental studies were later reported to validate Taylor's theory, such as Torza et al. coquette ow apparatus study, 55 and the work of Rumscheidt and Manson, in 1961 , that adapted a four-roll device equipped with a magnetic amplier control, vibration free mounts, and additional reduction gears in order to improve the control and stability of Taylor's device. 32 The adjustments made by Rumscheidt and Manson enabled them to demonstrate drop burst as a result of either shear ow or the upper limit of elongation. 32 In addition, the effects of added emulsier, and of electrostatic elds, were investigated as an extension of the apparatus' application in studying coalescence of colliding drops. In 1982, Grace extended the viscosity ratio range experimented on using the four-roll mill and presented correlations for single drop deformation and breakup for a viscosity ratio range of 10 À9 -950, using both rotational and extensional ows. 33 The application of these correlations for designing static mixers was also presented in their report.
33
By the early 1980's, theories and correlations on drop deformation and break-up, using a variety of ow types, had been reported. A review of these studies, up until the mideighties, can be found in the literature. 52, 53 A common issue experienced in these experiments is the instability of the stagnation points. Based on the governing equations for arbitrarily spatially periodic initial disturbances, it was found that the unbounded ows (0 < l # 1) are unconditionally unstable, while the shear ow (l ¼ 0) is stable to all innitesimal spatially periodic disturbances, 25 and even more stable when the number of rolls are increased. 56 The growth of initial disturbances is accompanied by a growth of vorticity oriented along the principal axis of extensional strain when l ¼ 1. Eliminating these disturbances was the motivation of Bentley and Leal's 1986 design and operation of a computer controlled four-roll mill (2.54 cm gap between rolls) for investigations of the dynamics of single viscous drops in another immiscible uid. 34 The computer control device was based on the use of a camera to track the disturbance of the trapped particle, which is transferred to a feedback system to counter these instabilities by adjusting the speed of the rolls independently. When the drop dris away from the stagnation point due to these disruptions, the adjustment of the roller's speed should be such that new speed acts to pull the drop back to the stagnation point. This scheme proved to be much more advanced than the original four-roll mill in accommodating larger shear rates and ow-type parameter. But, at the same time, the device had not reached its optimal state as it was limited by the 1980s state of the art in imaging and computation technologies. 60 In their study, the boundary-integral numerical method was used to compliment experiments by investigating the effect of step changes in the shear rate of extensional ows on the interface evolution and velocity elds of the ows, and ultimately on the break-up mechanism.
60
Further studies in this line built on Bentley and Leal's automation of the four-roll mill to extend studies on drop dynamics. 34 Recent advances include: the use of shear rates higher than the critical value of continuous drop stretching, 51 study of the effect of surfactants on droplet deformation and coalescence, 61,62 development of a technique to measure the viscosity of nano-liter uid drops, 63 the use of steady and transient 3-D drop investigations to accurately evaluate drop deformation theories, 64 the deformation and break-up of polymeric drops, 65 and the dynamics of vesicles in all types of ow. 42, 43 Most of the recent four-roll mill devices were observed to be characteristically miniaturized, which could preclude any simple "scaling" type arguments that could potentially serve as a basis for predicting the outcome of design changes in blenders or emulsiers. 51 In addition to all these somewhat tangible drop deformation applications, on a broader scale, the stagnation point ow generated by the four-roll mill has been recurrently used to extend and validate theories on perturbation methods for small deformations 57, [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] and the ellipsoidal framework that preserves the drop volume for large deformations.
71-73
In retrospect, it is evident that the introduction of stagnation point ows in this eld served as a turning point; it enabled researchers avoid the complexity of viscous drag while analyzing the effect of stirring on droplet dynamics. However, the four-roll mill device is on the bulky side, with dynamic components, and these limits its potential use for microuidic applications. In as much as the opto-electronic automation integrated by Bentley and Leal's 34 was key to ensuring the practicability of using these stagnation points for drop deformation and break up, it can be argued that the setup increased the overall complexity of the system, which further limits its potential use in microuidics but transits its conguration to electro-mechanical systems. Overall, based on these advancements, it can be concluded that the stagnation point ow contributed a great deal in optimizing the synthesizing process of emulsions, but miniaturization would be key for its application in microuidics, mTAS, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS).
Drop coalescence studies
By denition, coalescence is the process by which two or more objects (droplets or particles) combine to form a single spawn object. This process, akin to droplet break-up, affects the microscopic morphological development of a resulting emulsion or polymer blend, which eventually affects the nal product's macroscopic properties. 74 Although it has been established that drops collision do not necessarily lead to coalescence, collision is a necessary precursor for any coalescence process. [75] [76] [77] In the event of coalescence, aer collision, the thin lm separating the two drops atten-out, while the translational motion of the drops is impeded and the two drops become small enough for non-hydrodynamic attractive forces to cause rupture and then coalescence.
38,78 Fig. 3c shows an experimentally captured time-lapse of this process.
Coalescence plays an equally important role in liquid-liquid extraction 79 and polymer blending process, 80 as much as drop break up does. Studying this process in isolation has proven to be benecial in engineering the nal properties of the resulting blend. However, compared to drop break up, relatively less experimental investigations have been carried out on coalescence due to its more complicated nature; coalescence requires two drops to collide and remain together long enough for lm drainage to occur. 81 This process is extremely difficult to control as such, classically, the drop collision topic has been predominantly approached from a theoretical perspective, 82-87 with Batchelor and Green's solution (in 1972) to its creeping ow problem being a pioneer. 88 A few studies performed experiments to verify developed theories. 89, 90 However, most of these studies used Coquette ow, with collision established under the inuence of simple shear, and/or electric elds. 91, 92 In the typically applied Couette apparatus, drops were placed in the suspending liquid using a needle probe so that on applying shear and/or electric elds, they assumed trajectories and collided relative to the equatorial planes. 89, 93 This required a tedious drop control mechanism in order to effect collision. To ease the drop manipulation process that precedes collision, and extend the range of ows to include pure shear and extensional ows, Treatheway et al. 36 and Hu et al. 62 considered using the four-roll mill to generate the bulk uid motion. Treatheway et al. complimented previous drop collision and coalescence studies in shear ow and the buoyancy-driven ows by investigating this phenomenon in a four-roll mill generated extensional ow -manipulated by an active control scheme.
36
Their approach included splitting parent silicon-based Newtonian drops and trapping two equal volume daughter drops at the stagnation point of a four-roll mill generated extensional ow of castol oil, while monitoring the trajectory and collision of the droplets. This work aided the validation of existing theories for estimating trajectory, collision, and observing the dynamics of interacting spherical drops. Similarly, Yang et al. 37 used the "miniaturized" four-mill roll to study the drop coalescence phenomenon but found that the predictions of Chesters' theoretical formulation 76 did not quantitatively agree with their experimental results. For collisions when the initial position offset between the drops are relatively small, the measured time for lm drainage was found to be shorter, and the critical capillary numbers were smaller than the predictions of the model (see Fig. 3d ). Also, for larger initial drop offsets, experimentally measured lm drainage was delayed relative to predictions by theoretical models.
Coalescence of polymer drops has also been carried out using the four-roll mill. Ha et al. 38 extended a previous study 62 on copolymer drop coalescence; by varying the viscosity ratio and using xed copolymer interface concentrations to ensure drop size independence. The "miniaturized" computercontrolled four-roll mill was also used to investigate the coalescence process for two equal-sized polybutadiene drops suspended in polydimethylsiloxane.
39,94
While some studies focused on the head-on conguration, 39 others considered both head-on and glancing congurations.
94
In addition to providing a means of avoiding the effect of forces, stagnation point ows also brought an improved droplet control capability to the coalescing studies. Credit for this feature can be attributed to the automation efforts during droplet deformation studies. As such, early droplet deformation studies can be seen as a prerequisite the feats achieved in coalescing studies. This is the main reason that while droplet coalescing studies are technically more complicated than deformation and break-up studies, more efforts towards miniaturization were found in the coalescence literature -Borell et al. 39 and Yoon et al. 94 considered droplets of 10-100 mm. However, it must be noted that neither of these studies provided details about the exact size of their four-roll mills so very little can be said about the extent of miniaturization that can be achieved with the device for applications in the microscale.
Flow birefringence of polymer
Flow birefringence describes an anisotropic state of ow -a state where ow properties depend on the direction of propagation. 95, 96 Using birefringence measurements, the molecular weight distribution of a polymer blend can be calculated if the molecular weight and coil-stretch relaxation time are known. 97, 98 Investigations on this phenomenon have been predominantly performed using the Couette-type apparatus with the solution contained within the annular gap concentric cylinders. 99 However, observed polymer birefringence in these ows only slightly deform the polymer chains with a uniform intensity between the inner and outer cylinder. 40 This is in contrast to the observed marked localized birefringence when the extensional and compressional ows are used for polymer birefringence. 100 This revelation combined with the potential of studying birefringence in a wide range of ow types motivated the use of a four-roll mill by Crowley et al. for polymer birefringence. 40 In their study, birefringence of polyethylene oxide solutions (region where polymer molecules were signicantly stretched) was observed to be localized at the area close to the outgoing asymptotic plane, and held at the stagnation point, as shown in Fig. 3e . More striking, localizations were observed with the four-roll mill and this was attributed to the use of extensional ows, which elongate molecules in such a way that only elements close to the "outgoing" asymptotic axis are exposed to the eld for the required amount of polymer elongation time. Subsequently, the four-roll mill was used to orient and measure the deformation response of polymers to ow elds. 101 The aim of this study was to understand and ultimately characterize ow-induced changes of molecules in polymer solutions, which could dictate the eventual property of a polymer blend.
102 These studies have also been predominantly motivated by the wide range of ow types the device offers, as early studies in this line had focused on just shear ows.
40
Using the four-roll mill generated stagnation point ow; Fuller and Leal 30, 31 found that the normalized birefringence of polystyrene dissolved in polychlorinated biphenyl (dilute solution) approached a saturation value at high velocity gradients, in purely extensional ows. Birefringence saturation was found to be consistent with the state where the chains are nearly fully extended, independent of concentration and molecular weight, and in agreement with theoretical estimates of Tanner.
103
Transient birefringence measurements in pure extensional ows revealed that birefringence went through a pronounced overshoot in time. 31 More recently, transient extension of polymers was numerically simulated and the local strain at the stagnation point proved useful in interpreting birefringence data 41 and used to experimentally investigate ow instabilities as a function of Weissenberg number.
104
The improved control offered by the computerized four-roll mill served as the impetus for the successful application of microuidic stagnation point ows for birefringence studies. The highlight for this technique is that the birefringence phenomenon led to a more telling saturation -that can be interpreted as full extensions of the polymer -when conned to the plane generated by the microuidic stagnation point. In addition to its promise as a particle extension device, this technique facilitated localized polymer examination and evolved to a classical technique for inferring the degree of polymer extension, 105 to become an alternative to light scattering technique that could imply deformations of only two to four times the equilibrium size.
106 As opposed to the averaging procedure adapted by the optical technique, the isolated stagnation point increased the resolution to single polymer molecules, which eliminated polymer-polymer interactions and polymer-induced alterations of the ow eld. Such integrations ultimately led to an improved blending of polymer solutions, and to the discovery of an interesting overshoot phenomenon that is still an open topic in the eld. 
Cross-slot microfluidics
In microuidics, the cross-slot generally refers to a device with multiple channels intersecting at the center of the congura-tion. These devices can be used to generate microuidic stagnation point ows of all types by concurrently injecting and withdrawing uids through the channels. In 1979, use of the cross slot (called elongation ow cell back then) as an experimental apparatus for generating stagnation point ows came into the light as an equivalent of Taylor's four-roll mill without rollers. It served as an alternative that offered the possibility of exploiting the ne ow control in the microscale, 107, 108 which is otherwise complicated feat with the four-roll mill.
109
The archetypal microuidic cross-slot consisted of four channels arranged in resemblance of the four arms of a cross, with ows injected via two opposite channels and concurrently aspirated out via the other two channels. Imaging of the resulting ow was performed using microscopy techniques, 110 however; X-ray techniques have been reported to provide higher spatial resolution.
111,112 Fig. 4a shows a schematic of this device with injection carried out via channels in the compression axis, and aspiration via channels in the elongation axis. In this conguration, when all ow rates are equal, a purely extensional ow is created and the stagnation point is formed at the center.
The use of this device can be traced back to when Scrivener et al. applied the stagnation point ow generated by the "cross ow" apparatus to investigate the dynamics of polymer molecules during birefringence. 107 Although the original congura-tion proposed back then is still the most predominantly used today, various modications have been made to optimize ow characteristics and extend the device's range of application. The following sections highlight key modications of the crossslot's conguration and trapping mechanism, report on its ow transition characteristics, and reviews its application in particle dynamics studies and DNA sequence detection.
Congurations
Over the years, several investigations have been carried out on either optimizing the typical cross-slot device or improving its range of application. In 2004, Phelan and Hudson sought a "microuidic analog" of the four-roll mill and used a numerical approach to evaluate candidates of channel ows, which could generate the full range of linear ows. 109 In their follow-up studies, 108,113 they developed a niy asymmetric conguration consisting of six intersecting channels (see Fig. 4c(i) ). This conguration was derived by combining the pure stretching capability of the prototypical conguration, with rotational conformations introduced by two channels arms; offsetting the opposing arm of the four-arm conguration. However, the asymmetric nature means that pure rotational ows cannot be obtained. To overcome this, a microuidic channel based device that keeps the stagnation point at the center, and the ow symmetric, was demonstrated (see Fig. 4c (ii)). 114 This allows for generation of the full range of ow types; rotational, shear and extensional. The appropriate central cavity radius and orice size for this device was later specied through spectral boundary element numerical simulations. 115 Haward et al. 116 followed the recommendation of Alves' numerical optimization of the cross-slot ow geometry (see Fig. 4c(iii) ), 117 to facilitate an enhanced denition of the extension rate. Experiments showed that this optimized shape, provide an expansion of the inlet and outlet channels domains characterized by a nominally constant extension rate. 116, 118 Very recently, the conguration of the cross-slot evolved to a more complicated form, which constitutes six intersecting channels arranged in a symmetric manner (see Fig. 4c(iv) ).
9,119 These have been portrayed to be capable of producing an even wider range of ow patterns 119 and multiple stagnation points. 9 In order to minimize the uid volumes used, the stagnation point ow generated by the cross-slot device has been combined with an oscillatory ow, to create an extensional ow oscillatory rheometer. 120 Oscillation was achieved by using four micropiezoelectric pumps situated at the end of each slot channel to provide the required repetitive ow prole. An additional advantage of this conguration lay in its clean and inert conditions that are ideal for biological samples; drawn from the enclosed cross-slot nature. 121 Odell and coworker used the cross-slot conguration to measure extensional viscosity of polystyrene and hyaluronan polymer solutions.
120 This application was later extended to the characterization of ultra-dilute polymer solutions, hyaluronic acid ubiquitous in the body (synovial uid, vitreous body of eye), 121 human saliva, 122 closely mono-disperse atactic polystyrene, 123 and for chaotic mixing.
124,125 A pulsatile micro pump, based on a deecting diaphragm, has also been recently designed and tested for the setup.
126
Furthermore, the stagnation point formed by other crossed micro channels i.e. the "T" and "Y" geometries, have also been used to trap particles, 127 break droplets, 128 study adsorption kinetics, 129 and visualize ow streamline for preferential real time blood plasma separation. 130 More recently, parallel ow channels have been used to develop stagnation points in separating ows, to achieve high deformation rates and ease stagnation point control, 131 and stagnation points from 3D cross slot devices have been modeled. 132 Theoretical and experimental investigations on these types of ow can be found in ref. [133] [134] [135] [136] [137] . This review is focused on isolated stagnation point ows -stagnations generated away from walls -exclusively.
In general, advancements in the physical conguration of the cross-slot have mostly focused on miniaturization and geometrical modications. While miniaturization efforts have been motivated by microuidic applications, studies have explored the potential of creating more stable and/or increased number of stagnation points by modifying the cross-slot's geometry and including opto-electronic systems. However, regardless of the modication implemented, the hydrodynamic implication has always been key; miniaturization facilitated microuidic applications and geometrical changes had an implication of more complex ow structures.
Trapping and manipulation
Interest in trapping and manipulating micro-particles lies in their use for organizing complex structures out of micrometerscale particles; or in other words, making order out of disorder. Such methods hold a great potential in developing complex aggregates, where micro-particles or cells of varying formulation, sizes, and shapes can be put together into new types of biological assemblies, possibly forming novel materials, in a bottom up bio-fabrication procedures. [138] [139] [140] In doing so, a great deal of control can be exercised over the properties of assembled entity. The common route to achieving this is selfassembly, 140-142 which could be driven by DNAs, The drawbacks of these methods are that their complicated control mechanisms oen rely on multiphysics interactions, which could interact with the particle to obscure properties. However, using pure hydrodynamic forces as traps, and potentially manipulators, for micro-particles has proved to be an attractive alternative for non-contact trapping and manipulation of single cells in suspensions. 160 Compared to other methods, manipulating micro-or nano-particles in this way can make the process simpler, and broader in steering range. These enable new capabilities like placement of specic quantum dots to desired chips with nanoscale precision.
161
A wealth of fundamental studies have been carried out on demonstrating the operation and increasing the efficiency of purely hydrodynamic control of the stagnation generated by the cross-slot device, for the purpose of particle trapping, manipulation and assembly. In 2002, the stagnation point ow generated by a T-junction network, was used to study the deposition of bacteria (Marinobacter hydrocarbonoclasticus, Psychrobacter sp. and Halomonas pacica, suspended in articial seawater); in view of investigating the effect of deposition efficiency of different technologies.
162
The study concluded that, in comparison to the parallel plate deposition technique, the stagnation point ow chamber has higher deposition rate and better reproducibility, but lower deposition efficiency. Such studies are relevant in examining the inuence of marine coating properties on formation of biolms on marine vessels, 163, 164 which is a serious problem in the shipping industry.
165,166
Schroeder et al. featured cross-slot conguration, together with T-, V-, and Y-junctions channel ows, for stagnation point based particle trapping device. 167 The system was described as a pressure controlled, particle conning tool using stagnation points generated in a channel ow, with a feedback control system -which used the instantaneous position of the trapped object to adjust the ow rates at each channel -in order to keep the particle conned for an indenite length of time; without an optical trap, micropipette or other tethering device. They suggested applications of this stagnation point ow in biology, chemistry, physics, material science, and medical sciences.
Dening the microuidic cross-slot as a "microuidic fourroll mill", Lee et al. 114 used experiments and simulations to demonstrate how the device can be used to generate all types of ows; extensional, shear or rotational ows (see Fig. 4b ). Their study suggested the application of the device in examining the dynamics of single cells and micro-drops for enhancing mixing efficiency. 114 In separate studies, the device was also shown to be applicable in trapping and manipulating quantum dots 168 and multiple particles simultaneously. 169, 170 Subsequently, the connement of particles as small as 100 nm, with up to 1 mm of resolution, for more than 10 minutes was demonstrated. 171, 172 The achieved resolution and extended trapping period was enabled by their active feedback control, which was programmed to guide the particle back to the set point position of stagnation (see Fig. 5a-c) . Although many previous studies had managed to trap the particle for an extended period of time, the absence of this type of feedback control -a system originally suggested by Bentley 34 -meant that Brownian uctuations would eventually cause the particle to escape. The control mechanism operated with an image acquisition device, a particle-tracking algorithm to determine the movement of the particle away from the set centroid position, and an active adjustment pneumatic valve for the adjustment of uid ow based on the position of the particle. 173 The application of this control system was only on the extensional direction, since the ow in the compressional direction is intrinsically stable. 174 The feedback control algorithm adjusted a valve constriction based on a linear equation relating the particle's hydrodynamic forces to its distance from the stagnation point. 175 To fully automate the system, calibration of the trap's response as a function of ow control valve characteristics and channel dimensions were also performed. 175 A detailed description of the experimental setup for generating this feedback-controlled stagnation can be found in ref. 173 .
The very ne degree to which the microuidic stagnation point can be controlled and manipulated, with the aid of the feedback control system, was demonstrated by Tanyeri et al.
176
As a proof-of-concept, the study used the microuidic stagnation point to trap and manipulate 500 nm and 2.2 mm diameter particles in two-dimensions, with a positioning precision as small as 180 nm during connement (see Fig. 5d and e) . 176 The spring constant of the ow-based particle-micromanipulation technique was shown to scale linearly with particle size and viscosity of the medium, which offers the possibility for facile trapping of small nanoparticles in free solutions.
176 Characterization of the effect of strain rate on particle connement and effective trap potential were further used to demonstrate the importance of strain rate on the trap performance and the minimum size of particle that can be trapped.
Shenoy et al. 174 investigated the performance of the cross-slot based stagnation trap using three different controllers -the proportional (P), proportional-integral (PI), and proportionalderivative (PD) controllers. Trap performance was quantied by examining the magnitude of particle uctuation as functions of controller gain constant, system response time, and particle Peclet number. This revealed that the proportional and derivative controllers yield improvements in trap stability, while the integral controllers does not.
Advancements of the stagnation capability of the cross-slot setup to trap and manipulate multiple particles, 9 and sequentially assemble particles, 177 have also been reported. The device for multiple particle trapping constitutes a systematic charging and discharging of uid from a six channel cross-slot, in such a way that two stagnation points are generated (see Fig. 5f and g). 9 Typically, the controllers used are a combination of proportional-integral-differential (PID), but this study suggests that the "integral" component does not necessarily improve trap efficiency. Development of the multiple trapping capability was achieved using the model predictive control (MPC) algorithm for a more robust control strategy, with 5-7 times increase in trap stiffness compared to previous generation traps. Using these, simultaneous connement and manipulation of two particles to switch center of mass positions and draw shapes were achieved. Fig. 5h and i shows transient photographs of devices operation in drawing the letter I with both particles trajectory paths. Similarly, a sequential assembly algorithm was demonstrated to be applicable in sequentially joining particles, trapped in a seven-slot channel generated microuidic stagnation point, to arrange particles in the form of all of the English alphabets in 2-D. The study suggested that to achieve same in 3-D, eleven slots will be required. 177 An unanswered question in these studies is the actual stabilization time of the particles at the stagnation point. As stabilization time and strain rate are expected to affect the overall scanning speed, they are key considerations for this tool's effectiveness for micro particle manipulation. Estimates suggest that the patterns of Fig. 5d and e were drawn in about 300 seconds, which seems long for a moderate throughput micro uidic device and hence leaves some room for In the compressional axis, the particle 1 and 2 experience an attractive force propelling them towards the stagnation point in the center, and an extension force pulling them away in the extensional axis. Particle 3 is positioned at the stagnation point and has a zero net force. (b & c) Use of feedback control system to steer particle back to the stagnation point by adjusting outlet flows. 171, 172 Reprinted with permission. Copyright© AIP Publishing LLC. (d) Sample trajectory of a single 2.2 mm diameter Nile red fluorescent polystyrene bead using the cross-slot microfluidic trap. Trajectory was set to spell the letter "C". Micromanipulation starts at t ¼ 0 and ends when the particle returns to the initial point at t ¼ 300 s.
176 Reprinted with permission. Copyright© 2013, American Chemical Society. (e) Trajectory set to draw the letter "I". Scale bar is 10 mm.
176 Reprinted with permission. Copyright© 2013, American Chemical Society. (f) Schematic of the six channel cross-slot with relative magnitude and direction of the flow rates for generating the streamline topologies in (g). (g) Numerically obtained streamlines showing the linked-arms topology, generated when all flow rates are identical. Two stagnation points are clearly visible (denoted as SP).
9 Reprinted with permission. Copyright PNAS. (h and i) Snap shots demonstrating the manipulation of the paths of two 2.2 mm beads to trace the letter I. Yellow line showing the spatial history of both particles. 9 Reprinted with permission. Copyright PNAS.
improvement. The size of particles that have been trapped suggest that the device can be used to trap even cells as small as the sperm cell but no indication has been made to the maximum particle size that can be accommodated.
Flow transitions
Flow birefringence has been observed for a range of multiple polymers using the cross-slot microuidics, experimentally, 178 and numerically. 179 Attention to the phenomenon started when Arratia et al. 180 reported two distinct transitions in an extensional cross-slot ow of exible polyacrylamide solutions, at low Reynolds number (<10 À2 ). The rst transition led to a spatial break of symmetry and bi-stability (see Fig. 6 ), while the second produced broadband temporal uctuations. Similar asymmetric positioning was also observed in T-junction microuidics. However, it was not observed in semi rigid polymer solutions. 181 Although no conclusion was made regarding the origin of this asymmetric arrangement, the study presented a theory on how the arrangements can be controlled by stretching polymer molecules near the hyperbolic point. Before then, such phenomena had never been observed in either experimental or numerical investigations. This could be attributed to the small range of Reynolds number (Re) mostly considered by experiments before then, and the symmetry approximations commonly adapted in numerical studies; where only one-quarter of the full-geometry is modeled. 182 Haward and McKinley shed more light into the asymmetric and unstable transitions using elongation ows generated by their optimized cross-slot geometry. 183 Using ow birefringence observations, their study characterized the cross-slot ows as functions of Weissenberg (Wi) and elasticity numbers EL ¼ Wi Re
, by varying the type of solutions and ow rates passed through the device. In ows with EL > 1, asymmetric steady elastic ows were observed beyond a critical Weissenberg number (Wi crit ), in correlation to previous ndings. 180 However, beyond a critical Re (EL < 1), rather than a single instability, a sequence of transient instabilities was observed. These instabilities were characterized by high frequency spatiotemporal oscillations of the birefringent strand.
In recent microuidic cross-slot based experiments, the other classes of solution that have exhibited these asymmetric and unstable transitions are high EL and low viscosity ratio wormlike micellar of poorly dened extensibility. [184] [185] [186] In 2006, wormlike micelles 187 were portrayed as a macromolecule suitable for single-chain dynamics in the cross-slot produced stagnation point ow.
188,189 Initial applications of wormlike micelles in these experiments were limited to investigations on coilstretch transition, the alignment kinetics, and macromolecular conformations. 188 However, a transition of the observed birefringence to an asymmetric ow at higher Re, then unstable and time dependent ows at much higher Re, was soon reported by Pathak and Hudson. 189 This is in accordance with Arratia et al. 180 reports but the quantitative difference between saturation stress-optical coefficient and Wi for two different wormlike micelles -cetyltrimethylammonium bromide or cetylpyridinium chloride in aqueous sodium salicylate -could not be conclusively explained. Haward et al. 186 later performed cross-slot based experiments on similar solutions used by Pathak and Hudson 189 but used a smaller cross-slot device and presented more detailed experimental results; obtained over a much broader range of Wi. Their study also utilized a deep cross-section cross-slot, so as to obviate the effect of shear along the channel walls. Both transitions -steady asymmetric and transient unstable -were also observed in this study, but the instabilities were suggested to be inuenced by the micellar uid shear localization within the micro channels and around the re-entrant corners of the crossslot. This claim was substantiated by the formation of lip vortices along the walls of the inlet channels, reported by Dubash and coworkers. 185 In a later study, Haward and McKinley 184 extended the rheological properties of the examined micellar uid -by varying the zero-shear viscosity over three orders of magnitude -and investigated the resulting changes in dynamical response. The extensional properties and critical conditions for the start of ow instabilities in the uids were shown to be reliant on the uid formulation. By plotting Wi as a function of Re for all considered solutions, their report presented a stability diagram outlining the steady symmetric, steady asymmetric and inertia-elastic ow regimes (see Fig. 6e ), which covered a wider range of Wi and Re than that presented in their previous study. 183 Arratia et al. 180 ndings also motivated full sized numerical models over a wide range of ow parameters and qualitatively revealed similar transitions [190] [191] [192] using the modeled full crossslot geometry. It was also showed numerically that introducing a small degree of curvature to the cross-slot corners has no inuence upon the transitions.
182
Although a general concession has not been reached on the origin of these transitions, based on ndings mostly facilitated by the microuidic stagnation point, it is widely accepted that they are complex phenomena, which are inuenced by a combination of factors such as Wi, inertial effects, and rheological behavior of the micellar solutions.
185 A more detailed explanation was offered by Haward and McKinley who attributed the phenomena to extensional stresses overcoming entropic elasticity as the velocity gradient at the stagnation point exceeds the reciprocal of the characteristic relaxation time; such that Wi exceeds unity. 184 This can result in a signi-cant extension and alignment of any deformable microstructural constituents of the uid. Such stretching and orientation effects can result in signicant increases in the uid extensional viscosity and, when inertia is not signicant, can give rise to purely elastic instabilities. 184 
Particle dynamics studies
Following the pioneering work of Scrivener et al. in 1979, the cross-slot generated extensional ow was used to demonstrate trapping and ow-induced fracture of mono-disperse atactic polystyrene (a-PS) chains in a controlled manner. 107, 193 One of the main highlights of the study is the accuracy at which these chains break at their center. This work was extended to explore the effect of chemical composition, chain length and force magnitude on the fracture mechanisms of the chains, 194 and the use of the stretched macromolecule to examine molecular weight distribution, dimensions and draining characteristics chains. 105 During this period ), many extensional ow based particle dynamics studies were carried out and a review of some of their experimental results can be found in the literature. 195 Simplied models of polymer strands in a cross ow were also used to predict birefringence behavior that portrayed good agreement with experiments. 196, 197 Experimental use of the cross-slot generated stagnation point ow for particle dynamics studies resurfaced in the 1990's when it was used in studying single polymer dynamics and stretching. 106, 198 Perkins et al. 106 used this setup to decouple the effects of strain rate and time on the conformation and extension of single polymer molecules. Amongst other heterogeneity in polymer dynamics, they observed that polymer chains with a dumbbell shape stretched more rapidly than folded ones. This led to deductions that the shapes of stretched macromolecules (e.g. dumbbell, folded, coiled, kinked) is highly dependent on the initial conformation (see Fig. 7 ), which has been corroborated by other studies. 199, 200 In Perkins's study, the polymers were introduced through the cross-slots, and hence, were exposed to velocity gradients prior to entrapment at the stagnation point. 106 This methodology led to concerns relating to the thermal equilibrium state of the polymer before the inception of the elongation ow, which might have caused the observed heterogeneity. Smith et al. 198 circumvented this by initiating the cross-slot based stagnation point ow with the polymer coils at rest in the observation region and by using a higher viscosity solvent. Although heterogeneities in polymer dynamics were still observed, their investigation led to a quantitative understanding of how the initial state of the polymer can lead to elongated appearances of different conformations, and these quantitatively agreed with Brownian dynamics simulations.
201
By adapting the feedback control loop, the cross-slot based ow was used to decouple the effect of initial conformation, length, strain rate and Deborah number, on the extension dynamics of Escherichia coli (E. coli) DNA polymer chains.
202
Results showed that the extended conformation of the polymer depends on the conformation dependent hydrodynamic forces and deformation. The control system provided long-term stability of the polymer's physical properties, which afforded long observation duration of the molecules.
Following these groundbreaking investigations, the crossslot generated ow was also adapted for techniques in investigating cell deformability, 204, 205 123, [212] [213] [214] [215] [216] Using this device, cell deformability measurements were achieved by harnessing cell concentrations by viscoelastic micro ows of polymer solution, 204 CNT breakup was attained by simply increasing ow rates, 207 drop deformation was examined as a function of connement, 209 and DNA compaction was triggered by introducing Na + and polyethylene glycol (PEG) to the DNA molecules held at the stagnation point.
210
Of the aforementioned applications, one particularly interesting use of the cross-slot generated stagnation is for the precise control of droplet coalescence, 217 while generating multiple emulsions; a concept that hold a lot of promise in pharmaceutics. 218 Wang et al. suggested that the simple crossslot generated ow eld is inadequate to accurately control the coalescence of multiple droplets; hence they adapted the geometry of Fig. 4c(iv) and developed numerical methodologies to investigate the rheology of multiple emulsions. 217, 219, 220 In their work, they numerically demonstrated the use of cross-slot ow control techniques to precisely engineer the adhesion of single drops to form bigger drops -even to the point of dictating the angle of contact.
217 By adjusting the extensional and compressional ow towards the stagnation point, they were able to achieve location specic consecutive coalescence of multiple droplets.
The extensional ow of the oscillating cross-slot device has also been recently used to quantitatively assess cell mechanical damage in an extensional eld, which is relevant in designing practical bioreactors. 221 The cells were deformed at the stagnation point of the cross-slot that mimic the extensional ow produced during the bubble bursting process. This process consists of lm receding, lm impact and upward/downward jet formations-cell-damaging mechanics inherent in conventional agitation based bioreactors used to homogenize culturing medium. [222] [223] [224] Although, the bioreactors ow includes shear and extensional ow components, 225 the extensional component has been demonstrated to have a greater effect on cell. 224, 226 Their experiments suggest that the critical extensional stress for Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells is 250 Pa, which is less than the numerically estimated stress induced by bubble bursting (632.8 Pa). 221 This quantitatively indicates that extensional stresses in bioreactors can be critical to mechanical cell damage.
Target sequence detection
One of the earliest uses of the microuidic cross-slot generated stagnation point ow in biomedicine was directed toward a single-molecule genotyping assay; for detecting DNA target sequences and marker position. 227, 228 To achieve this, tagged DNA molecules were trapped at the stagnation point, elongated by the extensional ow, and directly observed with a microscope. Previous methods of doing this involve immobilizing the DNAs on surfaces, and stretching them using surface chemistries favoring the adsorption of DNA as a uid meniscus recedes. 229 However, the stagnation point ow approach potentially offers a purely hydrodynamic technique for continuous on-chip genotype assay. This potential was demonstrated by using the cross-slot to view sequences in images of trapped DNA-beads hybrids and peaked intensities signifying the position of the beads. 227 Comparing the accuracy of the microuidic technique to that of stretching on slides shows that although the slide stretching is more accurate in detecting target sequences, the stagnation point ow technique results in a 50% reduction in the detection's standard deviation.
In view of improving detection accuracy, Xu and Muller extended their earlier study by introducing enzyme pre-bound in the investigated dsDNA and then introducing Mg 2+ required for dsDNA cleavage. 203 Upon linearizing the DNAenzyme complex at the stagnation point, cofactor Mg 2+ is introduced and the binding location of the enzyme are determined by optical restriction mapping without surface immobilization of the DNAs (see Fig. 7b and c). The accuracy of this technique in sequence detection was found to be comparable to other single molecule techniques. In addition, the technique offers a means of simultaneously obtaining kinetic information for all DNA recognition sites in the same process. While previous applications of the stagnation point have focused on trapping and translating the particle as a whole, particle stretching presents another functional feature of the microuidic stagnation point ow concept. The capability of isolating the induced strain rates to that applied by the ow eld -avoiding the contribution of wall shearing effects -allows for a ne control of the stretching rates. This again highlights the appeal of microuidic stagnation point ows in this particular biological eld and hence, its prospects for application in commercial integrated on-chip devices.
Open space microfluidics
Microuidic systems that operate in the "open space" -without the need for the sealed channels and chambers commonly used in microuidics -is an emerging class of uid localization technique that isolates chemical reactions on biological samples without imposing signicant "constraints", like encapsulation, pre-processing steps, or the need for scaffolds. This is achieved by eliminating walls and channels in microuidic devices. Stagnation points have also been produced using these open microuidic setups, and these are covered in the following section.
Opposed jets
Opposed jets, as the name implies, is a conguration of two oppositely directed uid streams in an immersed surrounding solution. Depending on the intended application, the jets could be made to oppose via impinging, or via suction ows to produce either compressional or extensional ows, respectively. 230, 231 The concept was originally conceived as a premixed ame stabilization technique, [232] [233] [234] due to the uniform strain rate inherent in the ow produced by the counter jets 235,236 -which is normally not the case for a regular ame surface.
237,238
According to Schaffer and Cambel, 232 the stability of the ame so maintained, is ascribed to the existence of a small reaction zone around the stagnation point of the jet. The opposed jet setup was also adapted as an experimental technique for investigating the stability of diffusion ames, where the gaseous fuel and oxidant coaxial jets are opposed to produce a ame at their junction (stagnation plane). [239] [240] [241] [242] For a more detailed description of the early adaptations of opposed jets, one of the earliest review of the topic can be found in ref. 243 . In this line of research, studies adapted the apparatus in studying nonequilibrium anomalies, 244 chemical kinetics, 245, 246 numerical modeling approaches, 247 and ame structures. 248 Existence of a reaction zone at the stagnation point also serves as the stabilizing mechanism in diffusion ames;
240 with the ame tilting to the oxidant side of the stagnation plane.
240,249
The ow generated by opposed jets have also been adapted in studying purely homogeneous kinetics of endothermic reactions;
250 particularly in metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) of compound semiconductors.
251,252
During the conventional MOCVD of semiconductors, growth of a thin solid lm is achieved by passing a gas mixture over a heated substrate. This involves both homogeneous reactions in the gas phase near the heated substrate and surface reactions on the substrate. 250, 253 The use of opposed-jets based reactors for such studies stems from the need to decouple the effects of surface and gas-phase kinetics during MOCVD. In the opposedjet setup, reactions can be conned near the stagnation point and away from hot surfaces by controlling the jet velocities.
250
Furthermore, by adjusting ow rates, residence time of species and the location of the reaction zone can be adjusted, which allows for the detection of the onset of homogeneous thermal decomposition.
Although the stagnation plane formed by opposed jets were originally only signicant as the reference plane for rapid and effective mixing in uid reactors, 254 these ows have also been adapted for particle dynamics studies. Frank and co-workers adapted this apparatus for producing compressional and extensional ows (see Fig. 8a ) for studying polythene birefringence in xylene solution, as a function of temperature. 255 This concept was later highlighted as an extensional ow apparatus, 105, 256 for performing rheological changes, 257 ow induced molecular scission, 258 and coil-stretch transition. 259, 260 Subsequently, the Rheometrics RFX laboratory apparatus was produced using opposed nozzles through which liquid is sucked or ejected from a reservoir, as an elongation ow analyzer. 261 The device was used to make extensional viscosity measurements as a function of strain rate 262 and polymer solution.
263
Advantages of the opposed-jet setup (see Fig. 8a ) include, the ability to generate relatively large velocity gradients, 264 and its applicability for a wide range of concentrations and uids.
264,265
However, these are overshadowed by the difficulty of obtaining high-resolution images of the ow eld in the setup, and its requirement for relatively large uid volumes. 97 Furthermore, the device's measurement of extensional viscosity were labeled as "3 times greater than the real value" due to the effect of dynamic pressure, nozzle shear and liquid inertia. 
Microuidic pipettes
Microuidic pipettes are a unique technology that use hydrodynamically conned ows to carry out a variety of complex functions like mixing, multiplexing, or gradient generation. These devices are capable of handling and dispensing solutions in cellular and sub-cellular levels, and some of their advantageous features include easy positioning, and compatibility with standard cell cultures and laboratory methods.
The use of these devices for microuidic stagnation point ows is relatively sparse in the literature, but there are exemplar studies that highlight the simplicity of the setup that can be used for this application. A conical microuidic pipette -in the form of a single conical tube -was demonstrated to be applicable as a trap for 5 nm large protein molecules (Streptavidin) bound to biotin receptors on a supported lipid bilayer, based on the stagnation point ow formed below the pipette's tip. 267 In that study, this was achieved by positioning the pipette, of about 1 micrometer tip radius, above the lipid bilayer and applying a negative pressure difference to cause a net ow of uid through the pipette and an accumulation of protein molecules around the tip of the pipette (see Fig. 8b and c) . The method was presented as a means of experimentally obtaining protein dynamics information and quantifying the intermolecular forces between molecules bound to a membrane; as long as the membrane can be approached by a pipette. 267 Ainla et al. also demonstrated the use of a similar principle to deposit vesicles adhered to a lm, at the stagnation point of a three-aperture on-chip multifunctional micropipette. 268, 269 In this conguration, injection is through the middle aperture while aspiration through the two outer apertures. This causes the vesicles to be trapped beneath the aspiration aperture, and upon switching the middle aperture to high aspiration, the vesicles are drawn into the channel opening. Using this multifunctional pipette, a variety of complex microuidic processing operations, such as mixing, multiplexing, writing, erasing, functionalizing on a substrate, or gradient generation at the single cell level, can be achieved at high resolution. 270, 271 Its use in multiple-compound delivery for pharmacological screening of intact adherent cells was demonstrated by applications in activating hTRPV1 receptors in single cells, and exposing specic cells to formaldehyde/dithiothreitol-containing solutions. 270 It was also used to electroporate single-cells, 272 and administer pharmacological active substances to selected areas on brain slices. 
Microuidic probes
The microuidic probe (MFP) is a multi-aperture, mobile and channel-less microuidic system, which operates by concurrently injecting uid and aspirating from a surrounding immersion liquid.
275 Fig. 8d and e show representations of the setup and ow prole of the conventional two-aperture MFP. More details on the MFP's assembly, operation, and theoretical formulation of the MFP can be found in ref. 276 and 277 . The conguration of the two-aperture MFP generates a stagnation point when the injected stream get pulled back and split equally by the hydrodynamically conned ow (HCF) forces that are generated by the aspiration ow rate, given the small conne-ment gap between the MFP and the bottom substrate (see Fig. 8e ). Some applications of the two-aperture MFP include biopatterning surfaces, 278 287 and studying cell interactions. 288 In addition, the potential of the convective-diffusive concentration gradient 289 generated by the MFP in studying neutrophils chemotaxis -phenomenon that describes the dynamic nature of the immune defense barrier against infections [290] [291] [292] -has also been demonstrated.
293,294
The stagnation point ow generated by the four-aperture MFP is typically referred to as the microuidic quadrupole (MQ). 284, [295] [296] [297] The ow eld of the conventional MQ is reminiscence of the classical quadrupolar electrostatic eld (see Fig. 8f ), and is also very similar to that generated by the four-roll mill and the cross-slot. However, the absence of channels in the MFP means that there is no wall induced shear stress in the planar ow, which is an impeccable condition to study shear effect on cells and tissues in cases where shear stresses play an important role. 295, 298 A typical example of this is the transduction of applied shear stress stimulus by endothelial cells and neutrophils, into intracellular responses in order to regulate the vessel structure.
299,300
Although no record of the explicit application of the MFP generated stagnation point was found, precise control of the location of the stagnation point has been demonstrated (see Fig. 8g ), 284 combining its maneuverability and open space nature, huge promise for the applications demonstrated with the four roll mill and the cross-slot stagnations is evident. However, for any practical application, based on the instability of the stagnation point demonstrated by earlier microuidic stagnation devices, a similar automated feedback control system might have to be designed and implemented for the MFP.
Summary and perspectives
Over a century has passed since Prandtl formulated the boundary layer theory and described its signicance in estimating drag and ow streamlines. 4, 5 Since then, the concept of uidic stagnation has evolved from a theoretical concept in aerodynamics, to a useful tool for trapping and manipulating micro-particles. Numerous studies have focused on the effect of the stagnation region formed at uid-solid interfaces on aerodynamics 5,301 and heat transfer. 302 In comparison to vast literature on the boundary layer stagnation, literature on the constructive use of isolated microuidic stagnation point ows is limited.
This review presented a summary on the generation techniques and application of microuidic stagnation point ows.
In general, to experimentally generate and examine microuidic stagnation point ow, the following equipment are required: (1) ow generation (injection and suction) and control devices (injector, pressure controller or rolling mills); (2) a reservoir to store uids; (3) a chip conguration of convergingdiverging ow pairs and; (4) an optical microscope. Some setups also include a stage for precise translation of the stagnation point, and a feedback control system for improved stagnation stability. The microuidic stagnation ow can then be generated by connecting one end of each reservoir to a ow generation device, connecting the other end to each channel of the converging-diverging ow chip, and applying appropriate ow rates in each channel. Upon mounting the chip on the stage of an optical microscope, the ow proles and stagnation points can be visualized with the aid of uorescence beads. Readers can refer to the literature for precise setups and methodologies for the individual techniques discussed. 10, 176, 267, 284 In terms of applications, the use of stagnation points for performing droplet characterization studies, trapping and manipulation of cells and polymers, and investigating ow instabilities were discussed. The devices that have been used for generating these ows all lend principles from the pioneering four-roll mill.
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Early applications of the four-roll mill were inclined towards investigations on the primary mechanisms governing droplet dynamics with an aim of engineering emulsions and polymers. Today, the cross-slot deduced stagnation point ows represent the most advanced applications of microuidic stagnations; from trapping micro-objects, to studying ow instabilities and stretching DNAs. Table 1 summarizes the features and applications of each microuidic stagnation point ow device.
The single most important feature of the microuidic stagnation point ow lay in its ability to incubate the analysis in an environment in interaction with only one external eld -hydrodynamics of the surrounding ow. As such, by manipulating this hydrodynamic eld, precise stimulus can be applied on the sample with assurance that the observed effects can be directly correlated with the applied stimuli. In the early days of this concept, the naturally instable nature of the stagnation point presented a frustration that was immediately xed by the introduction of a feedback control system. This development unleashed the full capability of the concept, and starting from its classic macroscopic forms, it has been a consequential tool for optimizing the parameters for synthesizing emulsions, polymer blending and birefringence. However, the bulky nature and dynamic-parts of the four roll mill presented an obvious drawback towards miniaturization. The cross-slot device, oen termed the microuidic four-roll mill was developed to avert this problem. Its simple design and straightforward fabrication technique propelled several applications that later led to the successful trapping and manipulation of nanoparticles, with a very ne degree of precision. This led to one of its rst biology applications in trapping and stretching DNA for detecting target sequences. However, the cross-slot is associated with its own drawbacks -akin to most of classical "closed-channel" microuidic devices -which is its reliance on channel ows with walls/boundaries that restricts its maneuverability and might induce shear stresses on the analysis region. Although still edgling, the advent of open space microuidics (i.e. opposed jets, micropipettes, & MFPs) and the MQ mitigated these issue, and presented immense promise for the future.
The development of microuidic stagnation point has undoubtedly come a long way. The concept has shown some promise for single cell analysis -trapping of 100 nm particles 171, 172 with very minimal wall shear stress at the stagnation point have been demonstrated. 284 Yet, biological applications are still very limited. This sparse application in biological research can be attributed to the relatively unstable nature of its stagnation point that require complicated feedback control mechanisms, and the potential cell damage that can occur when high ow rates in channel based microuidic chips induce signicant wall shear stresses at vicinity of the stagnation point.
The MFP and micropipettes recently entered the scene of generating microuidic stagnation points however, explicit practical applications are lacking. Majority of studies stopped at demonstrating the existence of microuidic stagnation points, 284 while others did not even give the generated stagnation point any considerations. 271, 282 One might now expect the adjunct open space microuidic and MQ concepts would lead the way for microuidic stagnation points to become fully integrated as lab-on-a-tip devices for mTAS and new innovative biomedical applications. But to achieve this, future works must learn from the developmental phase of the concept -the absence of external elds, simple designs, and precise stagnation control are key features that cannot be compromised. While the open space microuidic devices incubates the sample from external elds and have relatively simple designs, the feedback control mechanism adapted by previous devices might have to be signicantly simplied before it can be integrated into a single miniaturized analytical tool.
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